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ABSTRACT
Introduction : Western Blot (WB) is the most commonly used method to confirm the presence of antibodies against Human
Immunodeficiency Virus type 1 (HIV-1). The interpretation of WB, however, poses difficulties since of the multiplicity of
criteria proposed by various international organizations. Some criteria generate an unacceptable number of indeterminate
results, thus preventing the early management of patients. The present work aims to evaluate the different criteria for
interpretation of WB according to various organizations compared to viral load test.
Material and methods : This is a study carried out on a total of 2 618 Western Blot profiles registered during a period of 56
month (from January 2013 to September 2017) at the Laboratory of Medical Analysis of Regional Hospital Center in Agadir.
Results : The results obtained indicate that some organizations have very interesting values concerning the positivity of the
WB profiles; WHO (94.84%), CDC/ ASTPHLD (94.61%) and SFTS (93.09%). For the negative profiles, all the
organizations have identical values with 3.59%. Regarding indeterminate profiles, the WHO gave the minimum of these
cases (1.57%) followed by CDC / ASTPHLD (1.8%) and SFTS (3.32%). The WHO provided very interesting values for
sensitivity (98.93%), specificity (91.26%), positive predictive value (99.64%) and negative predictive value (74.60%).
Similarly, the CDC / ASTPHLD criteria remain favorable and are highly consistent with those of WHO (p = 0.8113).
Conclusion : Sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values are characteristics of WB test that interpret the results and allow
applying them to patients. In our context, it is recommended to adopt the WHO criteria to facilitate the interpretation of
western blot profiles. The CDC / ASTPHLD criteria remain favorable to adoption.
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INTRODUCTION
The Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection is a
major global public health problem. The latest estimates
point to 36.7 million people living with HIV worldwide,
with 70% of them in Africa. In 2016, 1.8 million new
HIV infections and 1.0 million aids-related deaths were
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identified [1]. The burden of the AIDS epidemic
continues to vary considerably across countries and
regions. It becomes necessary to make a certainty,
reliability and accuracy diagnosis whose main objective
is to minimize the socioeconomic consequences
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threatening public health. In Morocco, HIV prevalence
remains low in the general population (0.1%). At the end
of 2016, the number of people living with HIV is
estimated at 22.000, with 1.000 new infections and 700
deaths a year [2]. Three regions of Morocco, including
the Souss Massa region, alone account for 56% of
reported HIV / AIDS cases [3-4].
The serological diagnosis of HIV infection in Morocco is
based on a screening technique, followed by a very
specific confirmatory test regularly a Western blot test
(WB) [5]. Although the overall sensitivity and the
specificity of the Western blot test are high, its
interpretation, however, poses difficulties since of the
multiplicity of criteria proposed by various international
organizations. Some criteria generate an unacceptable
number of indeterminate results, thus preventing the early
management of patients. In fact, the indeterminate
profiles (which do not satisfy the criteria of positivity or
negativity), obtained after interpretation according to the
criteria adopted by an organization, require a second test
to be carried out in three or four weeks next. This is not
appropriate in routine hospital practice. It is often very
challenging to announce such results to patients.
Additionally, it can cause a delay of early management of
patients or sometimes generate lost sight target.
The present work proposes to evaluate the criteria for the
interpretation of western blot profiles for the HIV-1
infection diagnosis used in Moroccan laboratory
conditions according to various organizations, with the
aim of deducing the one that gives the minimum of
indeterminate profile and the maximum of reliability and
performance cases.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This is a study carried out on a total of 2 618 Western
Blot profiles (HIV BLOT 2.2 de MP Diagnostics)
registered during a period of 56 month (from January
2013 to September 2017) at the Laboratory of Medical
Analysis of Regional Hospital Center, Hassan II Hospital
in Agadir. This study is based on subjects declared
positive or doubtful on a screening test (the enzymelinked immunosorbent assay "ELISA” or rapid test). The
WB was completed and the profiles were interpreted
according to the criteria approved by the seven
international organizations: WHO (World Health
Organization) [6], CDC (Center for Disease Control) [7],
ARC (American Red Cross) [8], SFTS (French Blood
Transfusion Society) [9], CRSS (Consortium for the
Standardization of Retrovirus Serology) [10], FDA (Food
and Drug Administration) [11] and ASTPHLD
(Association of States and Public Health Diseases) [12].
A PCR test (Abbot Real Time HIV-1, Applied
Biosystems) was set up allowing the resolution of the
status of patients with undetermined WB profiles. All the
indeterminate profiles of the interpretation obtained by
each organization were compared with those noted by the
viral load test. This was used as a reference test, in order
to decide between positivity and negativity of
indeterminate profiles.
All statistical tests were performed. The criteria:
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value and
negative predictive value were obtained for each
organization. The result is considered statistically
significant at a value of p <0.05.
RESULTS
The present study is based on 2 618 subjects declared
positive or suspicious on a screening test. The serum
samples were analyzed by the Western blot test and
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profiles were interpreted according to the seven
organizations criteria. The organizations WHO, CDC /
ASTPHLD and SFTS had interesting percentages
concerning the revelation of the positivity of the WB
profiles. They were respectively 94.84%, 94.61% and
93.09%. The CRSS, ARC, and FDA reported positivity
percentages respectively 92.2%, 83.54%, and 80.6%. All
organizations had an identical portion of negative WB
profiles (3.59%). Regarding indeterminate profiles, WHO
presented the minimum of these cases (1.57%), followed
by CDC / ASTPHLD (1.8%) and SFTS (3.32%). 4.13%,
12.87% and 15.81% were the portions of indeterminate
profiles exposed respectively by CRSS, ARC and FDA.
The comparison of the distribution of WB profiles
(positive, negative and undetermined) versus to the
profiles of the viral load tests (positive and negative)
showed, for all the different organizations, very highly
significant differences (p < 0.0001). The comparison of
interpretation results of WB profiles between the
different organizations (two by two), revealed the
existence of a high concordance between the criteria
approved by WHO and CDC / ASTPHLD (p = 0.8113).
However, there was a highly significant difference
between the other results of the organizations compared
(p < 0.0001).
The different interpretation criteria of Western blot
provide different degrees of sensitivity and specificity
(Table 1). The highest sensitivity was found for the WHO
(98.73%) and CDC / ASTPHLD (98.49%) criteria. The
sensitivity of the WB test by other organisms was in
descending order: SFTS (97.01%), CRSS (96.14%), ARC
(87.41%) and FDA (84.30%). It should be noted that
WHO and CDC / ASTPHLD also had very interesting
values for specificity (91.26%) and positive predictive
value (PPV) (99.64%). In addition, the WHO had the
largest negative predictive value (NPV), with a
percentage of 74.6%. However, the NPV found for the
FDA criteria was mainly the lowest among the seven
organisms (19.30%).
DISCUSSION
Western Blot is the most commonly used test for
confirming
HIV
serologic
diagnosis.
Correct
interpretation of WB results is decisive, but, the test still
suffers from a lack of consensus on the interpretation
criteria adopted by various organizations. The results of
interpreting WB profiles change from one organization to
another. Indeed, in this study, four of the seven selected
organizations criteria had converged values for the
positivity of WB profiles. These are WHO,
CDC/ASTPHLD and SFTS, with scores of 94.84%,
94.61% and 93.09% respectively. These proportions of
the positive profiles are higher compared to those
obtained in India by these four criteria (an identical score
of 69.6%) [13]. However, for these authors, the FDA has
the most interesting value (70.5%) regarding the
positivity of WB profiles, while in our case it was the
lowest (80.6%). As regards the frequency of
indeterminate profiles in our sample, the WHO gave the
minimal percentage (1.57%), while the high proportions
of these cases are attributed to the FDA and ARC criteria
respectively 15.81% and 12.87%. In a work done in
Ethiopia, it was reported that the lowest frequency of
these indeterminate profiles is obtained by the ARC
(0.8%) [14]. Circulating HIV-1 strains have shown that in
Morocco there is a predominance of subtype B [15-16],
while in India and in Ethiopia subtype C is predominant
[13, 17] . These two sub-types diverge from each other by
an average of 25% in the pol gene and 15% in the gag
2
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gene. The variability of HIV strains and the qualities of
each commercial HIV test kit could explain the
frequencies of different positive or indeterminate profiles
from one region to another [18]. Criteria of Western Blot
should always be evaluated in a specific geographic area,
with sera collected locally, to determine susceptibility
and specificity values. Indeed, the results of the tests can
be attributed also to the specificity of the viral proteins
adopted as criteria for each organization. Our results
show, in particular, the flexibility of WHO positivity
criteria, which are based on the requirement of only two
of the three envelope-specific bands. In contrast, the
criteria approved by FDA require the existence of p31
and p24 proteins. While the ARC criteria, require at least
one band of each of the three genes (env, pol and gag),
and these are the cases that are not always possible. In
this regard, a study carried out in Morocco [5] reported
that the inclusion of gag and/or pol proteins
immunoreactivity in the WB test positivity criteria could
increase the cases of indeterminate profiles. This could
jeopardize the diagnosis confirmation of HIV infection in
the absence of these proteins, especially in the early stage
and advanced stages of infection.
A PCR test was set up allowing the resolution of the
status of patients with undetermined WB profiles. The
distribution of patient profiles on the basis of viral load,
compared with that of each organization, showed that
there is a very large statistically significant difference. It
is crucial in this situation to evaluate the performance of
the criteria organization, thus making it possible to
determine their accuracy, and subsequently to choose the
best ones to adopt for interpretation in the Moroccan
context. In this regard, our study found that the highest
sensitivity was found for the WHO criteria (98.73%) and
the lowest sensitivity with FDA (84.30%). Regarding
specificity, the WHO and CDC / ASTPHLD have a very
interesting value with a percentage of 91.26%, while the
ARC criteria remain the least specific (81.03%). The
present study also revealed that WHO has very
interesting values for the positive and negative predictive
value, which are respectively 99.64% and 74.6%.
However, FDA represents the organism that gave very
low value (NPV = 19.30%). The criteria adopted by the
WHO then gave the best results in our population than
the other criteria. Comparing the results of WHO with
those of other organizations, it was found that there is no
statistically significant difference between the WHO and
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CDC / ASTPHLD criteria. In a study in Taiwan [19], it
was suggested that WHO criteria be adopted to facilitate
the interpretation of western blot profiles.
In another work done in Iran [20], it was recommended
that the ASTPHLD / CDC interpretation criteria be used
to interpret the results of WB, since they make it possible
to considerably reduce the number of indeterminate
interpretations. In the study conducted in Ethiopia [14], it
was revealed that the ARC criteria best met the objectives
specified for the diagnosis. This suggested that new
criteria could be developed to improve WB interpretation
in the African context, where the epidemic is most
prevalent.
CONCLUSIONS
Criteria of Western Blot should always be evaluated in a
specific geographic area, with sera collected locally, to
determine susceptibility and specificity values. Each
laboratory must adopt the criteria that best rejoin the
objectives defined for the diagnosis. It is essential to
mention that organization that require the presence of
several proteins as criteria of positivity, give an
unacceptable number of indeterminate cases. Sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value and negative
predictive value are characteristics of WB test that
interpret the results and allow applying them to patients.
In the Moroccan context, it is recommended to adopt the
WHO criteria to facilitate the interpretation of western
blot profiles. The CDC / ASTPHLD criteria remain
favorable to adoption. However, the new criteria could be
developed to improve WB interpretation in the African
situation.
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